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Newsletter of the Dalkeith Nedlands Bowling Club

DARWIN TRIP 
As this is written, over 20 of our members 
and partners are enjoying a bowling trip to 
Darwin. The trip got away to a bad start with 
the plane returning to Perth after an hour in 
the air and then time spent on the tarmac. 

It was a tired group that eventually arrived in 
Darwin and it ensured no misbehaviour on 
night one. Since then ??

The bowls has been challenging but 
enjoyable, the company great and a lot of fun 
had by all.

A big change in our club over the past few years has 
been the transition to a genuine 12 months of the year 
club. The creation of the wonderful synthetic B Green has 
enabled play in the winter months in good conditions and 
enjoyed by good numbers. Marty’s nominated events 
have been a great addition and enjoyed by many.

The girls have enjoyed a good Tuesday season at Innaloo 
with several newcomers being introduced to competitive 
bowls. But now with Spring in the air talk is turning to the 
upcoming pennant season another important part of the 
club’s activities - but just a part. It’s the friends we make 
and the fellowship that makes this club the best.

THE UPCOMING SEASON 
Thoughts of the club captains and selectors 
are starting to turn to the upcoming pennant 
season. Thursday bowls are still mixed but 
Saturday will provide for men and ladies but 
on seperate rinks. Selectors will be the 
organisers and they will be looking to test a 
few in different combinations and positions.

If you have any thoughts on where you 
would like to trial, I am sure the selectors 
would welcome your thoughts.

The ladies have nominated 2 teams for each 
pennant day and the men 3.

Some discussion has been taking place 
among the men as to whether they would 
prefer a club day to a 3 rink 5th division 
pennant team. There are supporters for both 
sides of the argument but probably at this 
stage there is a slight preference to retain a 
5th division for this year and then review at 
the end of the season taking into account 
the standard of 5th division and the amount 
of travel involved.

  

SPONSORSHIP  
It is with great pleasure we welcome a new partner to our 
club in Lexus of Perth. David Jeary, the managing 
director, is our contact there and he looks forward to 
establishing relationships with our members should they 
be interested in the quality Lexus product.

David is a Christ Church old boy who followed with a 
career in finance that took him east. A return to WA came 
in 2003 when he took up a position of general manager 
at a luxury vehicle dealership. In 2006, in partnership with 
local businessmen, he took up ownership of Lexus of 
Perth in a unique stand alone dealership

The Lexus product is of the finest quality but the real 
standout is the genuine care of their customers. We have 
at least 8 happy Lexus owners in the club who will 
willingly attest to that. So if you are in the market, do 
yourself a favour, contact David and don’t forget to 
mention you are from Dalkeith BC.
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